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Message from the Guest Editors

Just as different flowers bloom from a tree, Buddhist
doctrine and material culture have sprung from a single
root called Buddhism. Buddhism spread to different
corners of Asia, leading to various cultural innovations,
interfusions, and reinterpretations. Once Buddhism had its
root firmly planted throughout Asia, it became localized
and wore the cloth of those individual cultures. Such
localized Buddhism, encompassing doctrines and material
cultures that are far from separate entities, in turn triggers
further doctrinal development. Although Buddhist doctrine
and Buddhist culture have mutually influenced each other,
they have o en been studied in separate fields as if they
were mutually exclusive. Consequently, the relationship
between Buddhist doctrines and material culture that grew
from the same root still awaits cooperative examination by
Buddhologists and art historians. This Special Issue
explores possible links between the two neighboring fields,
crossing disciplinary boundaries to understand Buddhist
doctrine and material culture comprehensively.
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Message from the Editorial Board

Fresh developments in the disciplines that consistently
make significant contributions to our understanding of
religious personality, authority, devotion, and community -
disciplines ranging from psychology, sociology, and
anthropology to history, art history, philosophy, literary
criticism, and political science – fuel general, as well as
scholarly, interest in the world’s religions.

Religions is inviting innovative and comparative
contributions. Please consider Religions as an exceptional,
exciting enterprise ready to reward your trust, attention,
and participation.
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